Sun-Up provides the ultimate in performance where the unique qualities of a poa trivialis are required.

For the golf course, Sun-Up has shown superior performance when seeded with turf-type perennial ryegrass to improve the color and texture of the playing surface. Sun-Up will continue to exhibit its improved color characteristics even during periods of extreme cold.

For the homeowner, Sun-Up provides improved survival, color and persistence in poor soil conditions and moderate to heavy shade. While most species find these conditions intolerable, Sun-Up will provide an attractive and durable turf.

Sun-Up delivers consistent performance from the golfer having a fine surface to play on to the homeowner needing turf in the most demanding of conditions.

Sun-Up was bred to offer exceptional persistence for the homeowner while also providing improved transition under golf course management in the spring. Under both conditions, Sun-Up features fine leaf texture, improved disease resistance and high density. Sun-Up equals Total Turf Performance.